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This Information Pack describes the process for seeking and obtaining a new connection to Essential 
Energy’s low voltage network or altering an existing connection. 

1.0 What is a new connection or connection alteration? 

A new connection is where no current physical link exists between a distribution network and a retail customer’s 
premises; e.g. a new house or office block where there is no existing connection. A connection alteration is an 
alteration to an existing connection including an addition, upgrade, extension, expansion, augmentation or any 
other type of change.  
 
Connecting to the distribution network requires careful consideration of your load capacity, i.e. what the current 
network can handle and any specific connection requirements you may have, as well as your connection voltage. 
 
Low Voltage applications (1000 volts or less) are assessed based on the information you provide us within the 
Application for Low Voltage Connection Form - available at essentialenergy.com.au 
 
For High Voltage applications (1000 volts and above) including embedded generation applications associated with 
High Voltage connections greater than 30kW, please contact our Network Connections Team on 13 23 91 or email 
networkconnections@essentialenergy.com.au 

2.0 Connection enquiry 

If you are unsure of your connection requirements, Essential Energy encourages you to make a connection enquiry 
through Essential Energy’s Enquiry Portal or by calling 13 23 91. We can determine if you need network 
augmentation in order for your connection to be completed and direct you to the appropriate type of Accredited 
Service Provider (ASP). 
 
The Electricity Supply Act 1995 (NSW) gives electricity customers the right to choose who carries out their 
connection work. To ensure the distribution network and your connection to the network remain reliable and safe, 
only ASPs may do this kind of work in NSW. The ASP scheme is administered by NSW Trade & Investment. 

3.0 Connection application  

If you’re seeking a new connection or connection alteration, including the installation of embedded generation, you 
can make an enquiry by calling 13 23 91 and we can help you determine the type of ASP required for your 
connection. In any scenario, you or your ASP will need to submit an Application for Low Voltage Connection to be 
assessed by Essential Energy.  
 
Only once your application has been approved and accepted by Essential Energy, in the form of a Connection 
Offer, can any physical work commence for your connection. The type of connection offer you receive will depend 
on the type of connection you require.  
 
Each application has a unique Application Number. This will be referenced in communications regarding your 
application and is relevant while your application is being assessed by Essential Energy.  
 
Connection offers also have a unique Connection Offer Number. This number is only issued once the application 
has been approved and an offer has been made and accepted. This number will be referenced in communications 
regarding your connection offer and must be included on any Certificate of Compliance of Electrical Work (CCEW), 
Request of Service Work (RoSW) and Notification of Service Work (NoSW) forms related to that connection.  
 
Details of all connection offers are available at essentialenergy.com.au. A summary of the offer types can also be 
found in the table overleaf. 
 
  

mailto:networkconnections@essentialenergy.com.au
https://essentialconnect.essentialenergy.com.au/necf/connection-enquiry/home.jsf
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Low Voltage Connection Offers available depending on the nature of connection: 
 

Essential Energy  
Connection Service 

Connection Offer Contracts 

Basic Standard 
Basic - No 
Embedded 
Generation 

Basic - With 
Embedded 
Generation 

Standard 
- No 
Embedded 
Generation 

Standard 
- With 
Embedded 
Generation 

Offer Type Process Type  
1. Urban and Commercial 
loads of ≤100 amps single 
phase connection or ≤63 
amps three phase 
connection (LV) with no 

augmentation to the network 

Automatic approval through the 
Connections Portal 

X    

2. All other LV loads not 
requiring an augmentation to 
the network 

Will require technical enquiries 
and or planning  review before 
approval 

X    
3. Embedded Generator 
with ≤3kW system for Rural 
customers and <5kW 
system for Urban customers 
with no 
augmentation to the LV 
network* 

Automatic approval through the 
Connections Portal 

 X   

4. Embedded Generator 
with >3kW Rural ≥5kW 
Urban and ≤30kW system 
with no 
augmentation to the LV 
network* 

Will require technical enquiries 
and or planning review before 
approval  X   

5. LV Standard Connection 
Service - Any service that 
does not meet the 
requirements 
of the LV Basic  Connection 
Service 

Will require technical enquires 
and or planning review before 
approval   X  

6. Embedded Generator 
with ≤30kW system with 
augmentation to the LV 
network*

+ 

Will require technical enquires 
and or planning review before 
approval    X 

*thresholds are based on total generation capacity 
+
Any Low Voltage Applications for connection greater than 30kW will be negotiated with the connection applicant. 

 
Note: Your application for new connection or connection alteration acts as the technical schedule to your 
connection contract. 
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3.1 Processing your application for connection 

 
3.1.1 Request to expedite 
Depending on the nature of your connection, and if you request it, we may be able to expedite your connection 
application. This is recommended in circumstances where you do not have any unique connection requirements. 
 
An expedited connection is the default selection in the Application for Low Voltage Connection Form. This is where 
you agree to accept the terms of our model basic or standard connection contracts by reviewing them online at 
essentialenergy.com.au. There is no need for you to sign and return the offer. You are taken to have made a 
connection agreement with us on those terms and conditions.  
 
Note: After your application is submitted, Essential Energy will determine whether or not your application 
can be expedited. Please note that a request to expedite a connection application refers to the application 
and subsequent contracting process only - it does not mean that the connection itself will occur in an 
expedited manner. 
 
However, you are not required to expedite your application. Instead, you may wish to have an opportunity to 
receive a connection offer and consider its terms and conditions before entering into a connection agreement with 
Essential Energy. Also, all customers have the ability to negotiate their connection offers.  
 
3.1.2 Negotiation 
If Essential Energy or you choose to negotiate your contract, Essential Energy will send you relevant information 
and advice on the negotiation framework and process. The negotiations framework is available at 
essentialenergy.com.au/content/connecting-to-the-network 
 
Any negotiation process may involve an additional cost to you in moving away from the basic and standard 
connection offers. Negotiations and their cost will vary from application to application and on review of each 
connection application’s requirements. 

3.2 Ongoing connection services 

A Deemed Connection Contract comes into effect if you start taking power from the network and outlines the 
ongoing relationship between you and Essential Energy, in the absence of an agreement to the contrary. This 
operates in parallel with and in addition to the arrangements you make with Essential Energy for a New Connection 
or Connection Alteration. Copies of the Deemed Connection Contract are available at essentialenergy.com.au 

  

http://www.essentialenergy.com.au/content/connecting-to-the-network
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Select Retailer 

Obtain NMI 

Select ASP 

> At any stage you can make an enquiry. Essential Energy will 

respond within 5 business days or such other period as we agree 

with you. 

> The timeframe for reviewing applications will not commence until 

the application has been received by Essential Energy. Incomplete 

applications will not be accepted and Applicants will be asked to 

resubmit.  

STAGE TIMEFRAMES 

Connection 

Application 

Receive Offer 

> The appropriate Connection Offer will be provided to you by Essential 

Energy within 10 business days for basic and standard contracts and 

65 business days for negotiated contracts, unless we agree otherwise. 

> You will not be required to sign an expedited connection offer for 

basic and standard contracts. Non expedited offers will need to be 

signed and returned within 45 business days. Negotiated offers are 

required to be signed and returned within 20 business days. 
Accept Offer 

Prepare 

Application 

Submit 

Application 

Accept    
Connection 

Offer 

Connect 

STEPS 

4.0 Connecting to the network – what do I need to do to connect? 

Before any electrical work can begin to connect your premises to the network, or a connection alteration can take 
place, an Application for Low Voltage Connection Form must be completed, submitted to and approved by 
Essential Energy. 
 
To submit an application for a new connection or connection alteration, the following steps need to be followed to 
ensure all information is provided and timeframes for responses can be adhered to:  
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4.1 Application Process 

4.1.1 Prepare application 

NEW CONNECTIONS 
 
Select a retailer 
To establish a new connection, you will first need to select and make contact with a retailer to commence the 
connection process. A retailer is a person or entity that is authorised to supply and sell energy to customers. A list 
of retailers can be found at www.aer.gov.au. If you have existing premises requiring a connection alteration, you 
will already have a retailer that is currently billing you for energy usage and these details can be included in your 
application. 
 
Obtain a National Metering Identifier (NMI) for metered or small unmetered sites 
To complete an Application for Low Voltage Connection Form you must first obtain a NMI from your retailer. A NMI 
is a unique number used by electricity suppliers to identify the electricity meter at a premise and is included on all 
electricity accounts. If you have existing premises requiring a connection alteration, you will already have a NMI 
that can be located on your retail account. Small Unmetered Supply connections also require the allocation of a 
non-market NMI.  
 
The diagram below shows the series of steps that you, your retailer and Essential Energy will need to take to 
progress applications for new low voltage connections:  

 
CONNECTION ALTERATIONS 
 
Select a retailer 
If you have existing premises requiring a connection alteration, you will already have a retailer that is currently 
billing you for energy usage and can be included in your application. 
 
Obtain a National Metering Identifier (NMI) 
If you have existing premises requiring a connection alteration you will already have a NMI that can be located on 
your retail account. 

 

 

Customer  

•Customer contacts retailer to request a new connection. Advises if Life Support is 
required  

Retailer 

•As a new connection, the retailer submits a ‘NMI allocation service request’ to Essential 
Energy and advises if Life Support is required or if it relates to Small Unmetered Supply 

Network 
Service 

Provider 

•Network service provider creates NMI 

•Network service provider advises retailer of NMI 

Retailer 

•Retailer advises customer of NMI 

•Retailer links customer to NMI for billing purposes 

Customer 

•Connection Applicant includes NMI on the application for low voltage connection form. 
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4.1.2 Select an Accredited Service Provider (ASP) 

Once you have obtained a NMI from your retailer, you may wish to engage the services of an ASP before applying 
for the connection. An ASP is an electrical contractor who is authorised by Essential Energy to perform work on the 
network directly. This includes installing meters, service lines and the physical connection. An ASP will provide 
guidance on the best connection option based on their technical knowledge and can submit the Application for Low 
Voltage Connection Form on your behalf. 
 
The type of ASP required depends on the nature of the work. If you require construction of network assets, you will 
need a Level 1 and a Level 3 ASP. If you do not require construction of network assets you can engage the 
services of a Level 2 ASP. 
 
In the majority of cases, the ASP will act on your behalf as the’ Applicant’, in which case, the ASP may receive 
information or requests for additional information, or clarifying information. The ASP is then in charge of 
communicating any information to you, as Essential Energy will be communicating to the Applicant for most matters. 
 
For service works, ASPs are required to meet obligations as outlined in The Code of Practice Contestable Works, 
available at www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable. 
 
LEVEL 1 and LEVEL 3 ASP - CONSTRUCTION OF NETWORK ASSETS AND DESIGN OF NETWORK 
ASSETS 
You will need a Level 1 ASP to extend the overhead or underground network to reach your property; or if you 
require the capacity of the existing network (the amount of electricity it can safely supply) to be increased. This may 
include high and low voltage works, substations and metering. A list of Level 1 ASP’s can be found at: 
http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable/Level-1-ASPs.pdf 
 
A Level 1 ASP may also engage a Level 3 ASPs to assist in designing any distribution assets required for your 
connection. A list of Level 3 ASP’s can be found at: http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-
connections/contestable/Level-3-ASPs.pdf 
 
LEVEL 2 ASP - SERVICE WORK/CONNECTION SERVICES (NO NETWORK ASSET CONSTRUCTION) 
You will need a Level 2 ASP to: 

> Install, repair or maintain the overhead or underground service lines between the electrical wiring on your 
premises and the electricity network. 

> Install electricity metering equipment. 

> Connect your service lines to the network and make the connection 'live'. 
 
A list of Level 2 ASP’s can be found at: http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-
connections/contestable/Level-2-ASPs.pdf 
 
If you ask for a written reply to your enquiry or for specific advice about your situation we will reply to your enquiry 
as soon as reasonably practicable and in writing if requested. 

4.1.3 Submit application 

The submission of a complete Application for Low Voltage Connection Form is a mandatory requirement for all new 
connections or connection alterations. The Application for Low Voltage Connection Form is a standard Essential 
Energy form completed by you and Electrical Contractors, installers, retailers and ASPs, real estate developers or 
anyone else acting on your behalf.  
 
 
It is recommended that applications be completed and submitted in most cases by your ASP, electrical contractor 
or installer. Application Forms can be submitted: 
  

> Preferred:  Online at essentialenergy.com.au through our Connections Portal 
 

> By Post:  Essential Energy 
Connections Team 
PO Box 718 
Queanbeyan NSW 2620 

http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable
http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable/Level-1-ASPs.pdf
http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable/Level-3-ASPs.pdf
http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable/Level-3-ASPs.pdf
http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable/Level-2-ASPs.pdf
http://www.trade.nsw.gov.au/energy/electricity/network-connections/contestable/Level-2-ASPs.pdf
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When completing an Application for Low Voltage Connection Form, it is important that timely, accurate and legible 
information is provided to Essential Energy at all times, otherwise delays in connection may occur. 
 
In addition to advising of the intent to connect new premises, or carry out a connection alteration at existing 
premises, the Application for Low Voltage Connection Form requires the Applicant to confirm that the installation 
will be compliant with the Service and Installation Rules of NSW. The Application for Low Voltage Connection Form 
will also provide a means for informing Essential Energy of other specific needs or special requirements relating to 
your installation, including Embedded Generation and Type of Service i.e. single phase or three phase supply. 
 
Your application for connection will be approved only after Essential Energy has reviewed and assessed your 
application and has determined that no further information is required. You may be assisted by the guidelines 
below in preparing your application. 
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4.2 Application Form Guidelines 

 
The following section of this Information Pack outlines the sections of the Application for Low Voltage 
Connection Form to assist you or your representative to complete it and make a valid connection 
application.  
 
SECTION 1.0 AND 1.1 - APPLICANT/CUSTOMER DETAILS  
The Application for Low Voltage Connection Form can be submitted by you, or a person acting on your behalf. This 
may include: ASPs, retailers, real estate developers or another nominated party. There is also a question in relation 
to Life Support. If you are a Life Support customer, you will also need to discuss this requirement with your retailer. 
If you indicate that you are a Life Support customer, Essential Energy will contact you in relation to your 
requirements. 
 
More information on how Essential Energy supports Life Support customers can be found at 
essentialenergy.com.au 
 
SECTION 2.0 - PROPERTY DETAILS  
This section of the form is to capture details of the property (premises). A premise is the address at which your 
connection services will be provided. The following information is required: 
 

> Is a low voltage network available to this property? It is important to state whether there is an existing Low 
Voltage Network to this property (Low Voltage relates to a connection up to 1000 volts). If you are unsure 
please contact Essential Energy on 13 23 91. 
 

> National Metering Identifier (NMI) number (mandatory – first 10 characters only) is crucial for electricity 
and is included on all electricity accounts. A NMI is a unique number used by electricity suppliers to identify the 
electricity meter at your premises. There is a requirement that the appropriate metering is installed at the 
property before connection to the electricity network is established. You must have electricity metering services 
provided to your premises before it can be energised. An Application for Low Voltage Connection Form must 
include a NMI when submitted - you must first contact your retailer of choice to obtain a NMI - refer to section 
4.1.1 for step by step information on the process for new connections and connection alterations to existing 
premises.  
 

> Pole/Substation numbers are stamped on a metal plate and are attached to the pole at approximately head 
height. If you have an underground supply to your property boundary, please complete the asset number as 
outlined above. 

 

> Property address (mandatory) is required on every occasion. It is important to offer accurate and complete 
information as this will assist Essential Energy in providing a timely reply to the application. 

 

> Premises type – this information is for zoning and is available on your rates notice from Council – it’s also 
where you will find the Deposited Plan (DP) number. Urban or rural should be selected based on the council 
rates land zoning’. If the new connection/connection alteration is for a business or non-domestic purpose (other 
than a small business run from within the home) you will need to select ‘Rural or Urban /Commercial’. If you are 
unsure whether your premises are urban or rural, or commercial or domestic, please call Essential Energy on 
13 23 91 for assistance. 
 

> Sketch –allows the Applicant to indicate if additional supporting documents are being lodged with the 
Application for Low Voltage Connection Form. Additional documents could include a site plan, detailed loading 
of equipment where there is insufficient space provided on the form and any other relevant supporting 
documentation. A blank page is provided at the end of the form for paper based applications. For online 
applications, please ensure any plans/sketches relevant to the new connection or connection alteration are 
uploaded. 
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SECTION 3.0 - ACCREDITED SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP)/ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR/INSTALLER 
DETAILS 
The type of connection requirements you have will determine which of the above will be contracted to your job. 

> For Electrical Contractors, the licence number is mandatory 

> For ASPs, the ASP number is mandatory 

> For Installers (Embedded Generation), the Clean Energy Council accreditation number is mandatory. 
 
SECTION 4.0 – CONNECTION TYPE  
This section of the form is to capture the details of the connection requirements of the premises. A premise is the 
address at which customer connection services will be provided. Your selection here will determine what fields 
become mandatory in online applications. 
 
There may be more than one selection that applies to your connection e.g. a new house with micro embedded 
generation would select ‘New Connection’ and ‘Micro Embedded Generator’: 

> New Connection box will need to be ticked for all new installations/new accounts i.e. a new house on an 
empty block. 
 

> Connection Alteration/Additions this will apply when new connection alterations/additions are proposed for 
previously established installations. 
 

> Micro Embedded Generator box should be ticked for connections required between an embedded  
generating unit and the distribution network of the kind defined by Australian Standard AS 4777 (Grid 
connection of energy systems via inverters). 
 

> Network Metering Trials box should only be ticked if the new installation is part of a Network Metering Trial. 
To be part of a trial you would have accepted an offer to participate prior. 
 

> Unmetered Supply Connection box should only be ticked for connections to the grid that do not require a 
meter to be installed e.g. street lights/traffic lights.  
 

> Multiple Connections – number of units will apply for more than one installation with an additional 
requirement to nominate the number of units and the property title of the development if a multi-unit installation 
applies. The correct supply and metering arrangements for a multi-unit development cannot be determined until 
the property title under which the development was approved, has been determined. Reference to multiple 
installation requirements can be obtained in the Service and Installation Rules of NSW. 
 

> Property title would typically be either Torrens/Strata/Community.  
 
LOADS TO BE APPLIED 

> The loads to be applied section requests details on whether the connection is a single phase, three phase or 
other (double phase). The respective phase details are required on the customer’s Existing Load, Additional 
Load and Total Load (in amps).  
 

> It is essential that the figures offered are accurate and provided in full when the installation’s load requirements 
fall within the nominated parameters as outlined in clause 1.9.1 of the Service and Installation Rules of NSW. 
These figures must be nominated or calculated in accordance with the AS/NZS 3000 Wiring Rules, Section 
Max Demand. 
 

> Exact Load for both the Existing Load and Additional Load should be indicated to determine the overall Total 
Load to be applied. For a new connection, only Additional Load should be completed. 
 

> If three phase power is requested please indicate if it is currently available. If it is not available, or you do not 
know if it is available, please contact Essential Energy on 13 23 91 to find out and to determine possible costs 
associated with the three phase connection specific to your requirements.  
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SERVICE TYPE 
Type of Service offers three tick box options that should cover your service requirement and they include; 
Overhead, Underground and Underground from Overhead (UGOH). 
Note: A service main must not exceed 50 metres in total length. Technical detail on all aspects of service 
main configuration and installation can be obtained in the Service and Installation Rules of NSW. 
 
If you are installing or replacing a switchboard greater than 100 amps you will require approval from the Regional 
Inspector by contacting Essential Energy on 13 23 91.  
 
MOTOR LOADS (WHERE APPLICABLE) 

> Motor Loads section requires input where the customer needs to include the connection of motor loads. The 
rating of the largest motor must be included. In addition, details of the motor starters’ characteristics are 
required. 
 

> For installations involving multiple motor loads, it is necessary to capture the additional information on motors 
and their starting facilities on a separate sheet and lodge it as an attached document. Reference to motor 
starting limitations can be obtained in the Service and Installation Rules of NSW. 

 
CONTESTABLE WORKS  
This information is required if a contestable work project number is associated with your work. This information can 
be obtained by contacting your ASP directly.  
 
SECTION 4.1 - DETAILS OF PROPOSED GENERATION EQUIPMENT 
This section of the form is to capture the connection requirements of the Proposed Generation Equipment. If a 
Micro Embedded Generator connection type is selected, it is a requirement to complete this section of the form. 
This section details the generator type and device make/model, total panel/generation output, inverter kW rating, 
and inverter make and model. You will also need to select Yes or No if your system is being installed  with battery 
storage. 
 
Essential Energy must be advised before making any changes to the generation capacity, inverter type or wiring of 
the generation unit prior to installation. Failure to do so is in breach of network requirements and may result in 
disconnection of the unit from the distribution network without notice. Further information will be required for 
installations with a total generation capacity of ≥5kW.  
 
Any inverter make and model specified in this form must be a currently approved inverter as certified by the Clean 
Energy Council. The approved inverter list can be found at: 
www.solaraccreditation.com.au/acccec/approvedproducts/inverters.html 
 
To complete the table in Section 4.1, please refer to the following: 

> Inverter kW Ratings are based on the AC Power (Watts) rating listed on the Clean Energy Council website  

> Panel Output Generation is the expected kilowatt peak generation under optimum conditions. 

> Primary relates to the first/initial embedded generation system to be installed at the premise. 

> Alteration to Primary relates to any change of inverter and/or alteration to the panel output of the initial 
installation. 

> Secondary relates to a second, separately metered, embedded generation system to be installed at the 
premises. 

> Alteration to Secondary relates to any change of inverter and/or alteration to the panel output of the secondary 
installation. 

> Entries in the table will be to 1 decimal place (Example: 2.0).  
 
IMPORTANT: If you are submitting an application for a Secondary micro embedded generation system you 
also need to include the details of the Primary system in the table supplied. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.solaraccreditation.com.au/acccec/approvedproducts/inverters.html
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Single Line Diagram 
A single line diagram is mandatory for all generation applications. Once the application is received, you may be 
contacted by Essential Energy for further details. 
 
Voltage Rise Calculations 
All applications for systems with a generating capacity or inverter rating of 5kW and greater must submit the 
following information (in addition to the requirements above for approval prior to the system being installed). 
 
As per NSW Service Installation Rules 8.6.3.1., details of the voltage rise calculations for each of the three 
components of the generating system that indicate the system will operate correctly and not cause any adverse 
effects on the customers installation are required. The three components are the: 

> Service Mains 

> Consumers mains 

> Conductors between the main switchboard and the inverter terminals. 
 
Blank pages are provided at the end of the application for both the single line diagram and voltage rise calculations. 
The Connections Portal allows you to upload these items at the end of the application.   
 
SECTION 5.0 – OTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND SIGN OFF 
By default, your application for connection will be expedited unless you select to not expedite, or negotiate your 
offer. Expediting your application basically means you remove the requirement, and additional time associated with 
receiving, approving, signing and returning a connection offer by indicating in advance that our model terms are 
acceptable to you. 
 
I do not wish to expedite 
By selecting to not expedite your application, you are selecting to: 

> wait for a hard copy of your connection offer 

> review it 

> approve it with signature 

> resend it to Essential Energy 

> await confirmation of acceptance prior to any work commencing on your new connection or connection 
alteration. 

 
If you decide that you do not agree with the offer we send you, you may negotiate with us. 
 
I request to negotiate 
By selecting to negotiate your contract, you are unable to participate in the expedited process. You are also 
required to submit the details of what it is you’d like to negotiate. Following a request to negotiate, and review of 
your application, you will receive information from Essential Energy to discuss what you seek to negotiate, whether 
or not these negotiations are feasible, and costs associated with the negotiation process (e.g. legal reviews and 
advice). Negotiations will be done in accordance with Essential Energy’s Negotiation Framework available at 
essentialenergy.com.au 
 
ACCESSING RELATED POLICY DOCUMENTS 
Connections must comply with Essential Energy’s related policies in addition to various AS/NZS standards and the 
Service and Installation Rules of NSW. Applicable Essential Energy policy documents are available on Essential 
Energy’s website at essentialenergy.com.au 
 
FORM AVAILABILITY 
Application for Low Voltage Connection Form is available on the Essential Energy website, please follow the 
following linkessentialenergy.com.au 
 
The Application for Low Voltage Connection Form is also available in print upon request by calling 13 23 91.  
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4.3 Responding to your Application 
 
ACCEPT CONTRACT: RECEIVE CONNECTION OFFER 
Within 10 business days after receipt of a complete application for a basic or standard connection, a letter 
confirming the relevant connection offer will be sent to you by Essential Energy, unless we agree a different period. 
You do not need to sign an offer to connect if your request to expedite is accepted. 
 
Essential Energy may contact the Applicant and the customer directly where a negotiated connection service is 
sought, in line with Essential Energy’s negotiation framework available at essentialenergy.com.au 
 
Within 65 business days after receipt of a negotiated connection application, Essential Energy will use best 
endeavours to make a negotiated connection offer together with a request to review, sign and return the offer. The 
connection offer will also include: 

> A schedule of amendments to the Standard Terms and Conditions (where these have been negotiated and 
agreed to by you). 

> A schedule of connection costs and charges. 

> A technical schedule comprising of your application for low voltage connection/alteration submitted to Essential 
Energy.    

 
The schedule of connection costs and charges will be based on the negotiation fees payable (where applicable) 
and any other additional costs associated with alteration of the network to meet your connection requirements. 
 
ACCEPT CONNECTION OFFER 

> Signed acceptance of the connection offer is not required if the application has been expedited by you or the 
Applicant acting on your behalf. 

> You must accept a non-expedited basic or standard connection offer within 45 days for the offer to remain valid. 

> You must accept a negotiated connection offer within 20 business days for the offer to remain valid. 
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5.0 Frequently asked questions 

 
Question: I am building on a rural property and there is no current supply of electricity. Who do I contact to arrange 
for power to be connected? 
Answer: You will first need to contact Essential Energy and make an enquiry in relation to your connection. 
Essential Energy will ask you for information relating to your property (e.g. Lot and Deposited Plan numbers, type 
of connection and load) which Essential Energy will use to determine whether network construction is required and 
advise if you require an ASP to undertake the work. 
 
Question: I am extending/require an alteration to my existing property. Do I need to submit an Application for Low 
Voltage Connection Form? 
Answer: Yes. Any alteration to your existing connection will require you, or someone acting on your behalf, to 
submit an Application for Low Voltage Connection Form to Essential Energy and seek approval. No physical work 
can commence on the network until Essential Energy approval is obtained. 
 
Question: I am connecting to an existing property but the meters have been removed. Do I need to submit an 
Application for Low Voltage Connection Form? 
Answer: Yes. You will first need to select and make contact with a retailer to request an NMI. You will also need to 
engage the services of an ASP to install the new meters following the submission and approval of an Application 
for Low Voltage Connection Form to Essential Energy. 
 
Question: Can I use my existing NMI to apply for a connection alteration to my electricity supply? 
Answer: Yes, but only if the application for connection you are making relates to an alteration to your existing 
premises e.g. the addition of solar panels. If this is not the case, you will need to obtain a new NMI before 
submitting an application to connect to the network. 
 
Question: Can I use my existing NMI to apply for additional new connections at an existing premise? 
Answer: No. Both sections of your property will need to have an individual NMI so you will need to contact your 
retailer to request a new NMI. It is recommended that you contact an ASP to determine if the separation is possible. 
 
Question: I am building a set of units, can I request multiple NMIs? 
Answer: Yes. You will need to select and make contact with your retailer and request the NMIs for each individual 
unit, as well as one for ‘House Power’ or ‘Common Power’ if required. The retailer will invoice you directly for any 
electricity used after the meters are installed and the building is connected. 
 
Question: Can I request multiple NMIs but have them invoiced to several customer accounts instead of just a 
single customer account? 
Answer: Yes. You will need to select and make contact with a retailer and request a customer account to be 
created for each NMI. 
 
Question: Who should I contact if I requested a NMI from my retailer some time ago but I have not heard back 
from them? 
Answer: You should contact your retailer again to request an update on the NMI request. 
 
Question: When will the meters be installed at my new property? 
Answer: In most cases an ASP will install the meters, not Essential Energy, so you will need to discuss this with 
your builder or electrician. 
 
Question: My Application for Low Voltage Connection Form has been submitted. When will I be advised if it has 
been approved? 
Answer: For basic or standard Connection Offers you will usually receive a confirmation that your application has 
either been approved or rejected within 10 business days. At this time, if your application has been approved you 
will receive an offer to connect. For negotiated connections, you will usually receive confirmation within 65 business 
days. 
 
Question: What do I need to do if I want to install solar panels on my property? 
Answer: You or your solar installation company will need to submit an Application for Low Voltage Connection 
Form to Essential Energy. Connection of the system to the network cannot be made until your application has been 
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approved by Essential Energy. You will need to provide your NMI to your solar installer and contact your retailer to 
make them aware of your intentions to ensure a new retail contract can be created. 
 
Question: I want to increase the capacity of the solar panels on my property that feed into the grid. Do I need to 
submit an Application for Low Voltage Connection Form? 
Answer: Yes. 
 
Question: Will there be a requirement for my property to be inspected? 
Answer: Through the application process, Essential Energy will determine where further information or 
assessment may be required, and may arrange for an inspection of your connection site. The request for Essential 
Energy’s inspection would be done in conjunction with your ASP. 
 
Question: Will I be advised if any electrical issues are found during the inspection? 
Answer: Yes. You will receive a courtesy copy of the Electrical Inspection Report completed by the inspector. A 
copy will also be sent to either the Electrical Contractor or the Accredited ASP advising them they have 30 days to 
rectify the defected work. 
 
Question: Will I have to enter into a contract with Essential Energy for the ongoing supply of electricity? 
Answer: In the absence of another agreement you will have a Deemed Contract with Essential Energy which will 
come into effect on the day your site becomes energised i.e. when you start taking power from the network. This 
contract allows for the ongoing network services that you need in order for electricity to be transmitted to your 
premises, once the New Connection or Connection Alteration has occurred. The Deemed contracts are available 
on the Essential Energy website. 
 
Question: Will I be charged for the new connection service at my property? 
Answer: Essential Energy charges the ASP a site establishment fee. This fee will ordinarily be passed onto you via 
the invoice for electrical work issued to you by your ASP or builder. 
 
Question: I have an existing property but want to be invoiced separately for a part of the property i.e. granny flat. 
Do I request this through Essential Energy? 
Answer: No. Both sections of your property will need to have an individual NMI so you will need to contact your 
retailer to request a new NMI. It is recommended that you contact an ASP to determine if the separation is possible. 

6.0 Fees and charges 

A schedule of fees and charges associated with a New Connection or Connection Alteration is available at 
essentialenergy.com.au  
 
The basis for calculation of connection charges is contained within Essential Energy’s Connections Policy. This 
document is available at essentialenergy.com.au 
 
Any site inspections required during the connection process may incur charges in accordance with Essential 
Energy’s price schedule for miscellaneous, emergency recoverable works and monopoly fees. A schedule of fees 
is available at essentialenergy.com.au  

7.0 Sample Application for low voltage connection form 

Please see overleaf for the sample application form. Please note – the fields on the paper sample mirror those in 

the Connections Portal. Submission of a sample stamped form is not a valid application and cannot proceed. The 

Connections Portal and this sample form will be live from 1 July 2013.   

 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
This information has been provided to assist you to complete and submit an accurate and informed Application for 
Low Voltage Connection Form to Essential Energy. If after reading the information in this booklet you still have 
questions, please call 13 23 91. 
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ApplicAtion for  
low VoltAge connection 
note: only low Voltage (lV) connections – less than or equal to 1000 volts, should proceed with this application form.

To complete this form, please refer to the Connecting to the Network Information Pack available at  
essentialenergy.com.au. A form submitted with incomplete/illegible information will be rejected with a request  
to resubmit.

All High Voltage (HV) connections – 1000 volts and above, including generator connections greater than 30kW, are 
required to follow the process summarised in the Connections Guidelines for HV customers and Embedded Generators 
which is available at essentialenergy.com.au

note: Your application for connection or alteration will form the technical schedule to your connection contract.

Section 1.0: ApplicAnt DetAilS
Are YoU coMpleting tHiS on BeHAlf of A cUStoMer?

 Yes  No (if no, skip to customer details)

relationship with customer 

 Retailer ASP/electrical contractor/installer            Real estate developer     Other 

Business name (if applicable)

Title First name* Surname/business name*

Unit/flat no.

Street no.*

PO Box

Street name*

Town/city*

State*

Postcode*

Best contact number* Email

*mandatory
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Section 1.1: cUStoMer DetAilS

Title First name Surname/business name*

Unit/flat no.

Street no.

PO Box

Street name

Town/city

State

Postcode 
 
 
 

Lot no.**

Best contact number* Email

 

Retailer name*

   
Yes – Requirement for Life Support (you will be contacted for more information by Essential Energy)

It is important to note that registering as a Life Support customer does not guarantee continuous 24 hour power to supply to the 
premises. Unplanned power supply interruptions can occur from time to time for reasons outside of our control (such as wild weather, 
motor vehicle accidents or wildlife coming into contact with powerlines). At these times, our technicians will resolve supply problems 
as quickly as possible.          

*mandatory

**can be found on your rates notice.
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Section 2.0: propertY DetAilS 

Is Low Voltage Network available to this property: Yes No

NMI number* (first 10 characters only) Pole/Substation number

All property fields are mandatory.

Unit/flat no.

Street no.

Lot no.**

DP no.**

Street name

Town/city

State

Postcode

Premises type:  Rural/Commercial Urban/Commercial

 Rural/Domestic  Urban/Domestic

  Sketch of site, proposed and existing connection attached (optional)

 *mandatory

**can be found on your rates notice.
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Section 3.0: AccreDiteD SerVice proViDer/ 
electricAl contrActor/inStAller DetAilS
MAnDAtorY for ApplicAtionS for eMBeDDeD generAtion 
Please select details from the following:

 Electrical contractor Licence number:

 ASP ASP number:

 Installer Clean Energy Council accreditation number:

Business name 

Title Contact name

Phone  Mobile Fax

Address

Town/city State Postcode

Email

Section 4.0: connection tYpe
(TICK BOXES THAT APPLY TO YOUR SPECIFIC CONNECTION)

New connection

Connection alteration/additions (to existing connection) 

Micro embedded generator (if selected, please complete section 4.1: Details of proposed generation equipment)

Network metering trial 

Unmetered supply connection

Multiple connections – number of units:  

title
 Torrens Strata Community Other*

*Please provide details of ‘Other’: 
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loADS to Be ApplieD 
 

loADS to Be ApplieD (cAlcUlAteD MAxiMUM DeMAnD in eAcH pHASe)

Single pHASe
existing load Range   0 – 100 amps greater than 100 amps

exact load

Additional load Range   0 – 100 amps greater than 100 amps

exact load

total load (amps)

tHree pHASe
existing load Range   0 – 63 amps greater than 63 amps

exact load

Additional load Range   0 – 63 amps greater than 63 amps

exact load

total load (amps)

If three phase power is requested, is it currently available? Yes            No    

otHer 
existing load Range   0 – 100 amps greater than 100 amps

exact load

Additional load Range   0 – 100 amps greater than 100 amps

exact load

total load (amps)

SerVice tYpe

 Overhead Underground Underground from overhead (UGOH)

Are you installing a new or replacing a switchboard greater than 100 amps? (Approval required)
 

 Yes No S
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M
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Motor loADS (wHere ApplicABle)

Ratings of largest motor (in kW)  

Type of motor starter  

conteStABle worKS 

if your project has contestable work, has it been approved?   

 Yes No Contestable works project no

Section 4.1: DetAilS of propoSeD generAtion eQUipMent 

Primary micro embedded generator

Alteration to primary micro embedded generator 

Secondary micro embedded generator 

Alteration to secondary micro embedded generator 

generator type 

 Solar PV Wind  Biomass 

Other (please specify)

inverter kw rating
(clean energy council rating)

total panel/ 
generation output

Micro embedded generation: primary

Alteration to Primary: (if applicable)

Micro embedded generation: Secondary (if applicable)

Alteration to Secondary: (if applicable)

totAl

inverter make/model (mandatory)

primary System

Secondary System

Table is mandatory
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Is battery storage available?  Yes  No 

 Single line diagram attached (mandatory) 

 Voltage rise calculation attached (mandatory for total generation capacity 5kW and greater)

iMportAnt: if you are submitting an application for a Secondary micro embedded generation 
system you also need to include the details of the primary system in the table supplied. 

note: Essential Energy must be advised if making any changes to the generation capacity, inverter type or wiring of the generation 

unit prior to installation. Failure to do so is in breach of network requirements and may result in disconnection of the unit from the 

grid without notice. Further information may be required for installations that exceed 10kW per phase. Please refer to AS4777  

Grid Connections of Energy Systems via Inverters. 

Section 5.0: expeDiteD connection
I acknowledge that if I do not tick either of the boxes below, I will be taken to have requested that  this application 
for connection be expedited. I have read and understood the terms and conditions applying under Essential Energy’s 
Model Standing Offers for Basic and Standard Connection Services accessible at essentialenergy.com.au. If  
Essential Energy is satisfied that the service requested by me falls within the terms and conditions of one of those 
Standing Offers and notifies me of this, a connection offer being made to me on those applicable terms and  
conditions is acceptable to me.

If you do not wish to expedite your application, and/or would like to negotiate your contract, please tick the relevant 
check box below.

Alternative 2: 

 i do not wish to expedite – I understand that this will mean that work will not commence until I have  
 received a connection offer, I have signed it and returned it to Essential Energy.

Alternative 3:

 i request to negotiate – I understand that Essential Energy will contact me to negotiate and the  
 negotiation framework, available at essentialenergy.com.au will apply.

terms and conditions

1. I confirm the information provided on this form is accurate. 

2. The Applicant indemnifies Essential Energy from and against all claims, demands, actions and proceedings brought against 
Essential Energy arising out of or in any way related to the failure of the Applicant to comply with clause 1 of these terms  
and conditions. 

3. If the Applicant fails to comply with clause 1 of these terms and conditions, Essential Energy may disconnect the above 
mentioned connection from the network.

4. I confirm that any inverter specified in this form is a currently approved inverter by the Clean Energy Council.

Signature of applicant: By providing your signature you agree to the terms and conditions as outlined above.

Name: 

Signature: 

Date: /            /
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office USe onlY

Customer number Is this Application for 
Connection form being 
completed on behalf of  
the customer –

 Yes          No

Enquiry Identifier

(if related to an existing enquiry)

Premises number

Approved: Yes     No

Name

Position

Signature

Date

  

coMpleteD ApplicAtionS cAn Be poSteD to:
essential energy  
connections team 
po Box 718 
Queanbeyan nSw 2620

note – For accuracy and speed in receipt, it is Essential Energy’s preference that all applications for new connections  
are completed online at essentialenergy.com.au
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Sketch of the site, proposed and existing connection (refer to section 2 and 3):
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Single line diagram (refer to section 4.1):
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Voltage rise calculation (refer to section 4.1):
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